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Abstract 

A terminology and notation, 6mtanticatly-trivial ezact COVt:l'6, is introduced ror describing a class or 
meaning-preserving tral15rormations or attribute gramma~. Two elements or this class, p-split and c·split, 
are studied in some deta.il and it is shown that ror any non-circular attribute grammar G, 
p-split 0 c.split(G) is a uniform attribute grammar [251. 

The c1a..53 or unirorm attribute grammars is or interest because particularly efficient attribute evaluato~ 
can be built ror them: .straight-line evaluator6. Using these transrormations to build a unirorm grammar 
constructs a straigbt-Iine evaluator ror the result ~ a side-errect. The claM or unirorm attribute 
grammars properly includes those attribute grammars that can be evaluated in lert-to-right passes [21, 
alternating passes [101, sweeps, and also includes the class or ordered attribute grammars [141. 

The straight-line evaluator ror p-split(G) can be translated into a. evaluator ror G, which is not a straight
line evaluator but is nearly as efficient. This protocol-evaluator is compared to the evaluator or Kennedy 
and Warren [161 and Nielson's direct evaluator [201. It can be viewed as an optimized, pre-compiled 
version or the latter, and is in some ways better and some ways worse than the Kennedy-Warren 
evaluator. From the comparison or the relative strengths and weaknesses or the protocol-evaluator and 
the Kennedy- W arre n evaluator a new evaluator is derived, the nb-protocol-evaluator, which is more 
efficient than either. 
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1. Introduction 
Attribute gramm&n are an extension of context-free gramman that. can be used to specify not only the 
valid context-free phra"e structure of a. language, but also an intended trClnllation or strings in the 
language. For a particular string in the language, the procesa of computing the translation specified by an 
a.ttribute grammar is refered to a" attribute evaluation and an algorithm that implements this process is 
called &D tlttribute evtlluator. Many strategies for doing attribute evaluation, and their corresponding 
attribute ev&luators, have been proposed [2, 10, 6, 16, 25, 14, 171. Not a.1l of these strategies will work on 
every attribute grammar; consequently, to e&cb attribute ev&luation strategy there corresponds a class of 
attribute grammars: namely, those attribute gramman th&t are ameuble to evaluation by that strategy. 

In this paper we will be concerned with an especially efficient class of evaluaton that we call the "traight
line evaluator". A straight-line evaluator is a tree-walk evaluator [161 in which e&ch production or the 
grammar has a unique sequence or EVAL &nd VISIT instructions and this instruction sequence contains no 
conditional branches. The class ot straight-line evaluators properly contains the le(t-to-right.--pass 
evaluators o( Bochmann [2[, the alternating-pass evaluators of Jazayeri [101, the ordered evaluators o( 
Kastens [14[. and the sweep evaluaton. It does not include the more general tree-walk evaluators o( 
Kennedy-Warren [161 or Cohen-Harry [31. A straight-line evaluator can be built (or G irr G is a member 
o( the class of uniform attribute grammars, derined by Warren [251. 

We will show by construction how every non-circular attribute grammar can be transformed to a (larger) 
unirorm attribute grammar. We call this construction the u-split transrormation. It "plit3 each non
terminal into several new non-terminals and then lift, each production to several new productions 
involving these split non-terminals. u-split is defined as the composition ot two other transtormations on 
attribute grammars: u-split ~ p-split 0 c-split. The c-split transformation takes an arbitrary attribute 
grammar and produces a corresponding ab"olutely non-circular attribute grammar [161. The p-split 
transrormation takes any absolutely non-circular attribute grammar and produces a corresponding 
uniform attribute grammar. The straight.--line evaluator for the resulting unirorm attribute grammar can 
be easily generated from the construction. 

When u-split is the identity transrormation on G it produces a straight-line evaluator ror G. We compare 
this evaluator with the ordered evaluator" of Kastens [141 and show that u-split can be viewed as a more 
efrective extension of Kastens' strategy ror constructing evaluators. 

The last part or this paper uses the techniques of the p-split transrormation to derive efficient attribute 
evaluators for those absolutely non-circular attribute gramman ror which we are unable to build straight.-
line evaluators. The first such we describe is the protocol-evaluator. It can be viewed as an optimized, 
pre-compiled version or Nielson's di~ect evaluator and it is in some ways better and in some ways worse 
than the Kennedy- Warren evaluators. Arter comparing the relative strengths and weaknesses of these two 
strategies we derive the sub-protocol-evaluator: a combination of the protocol evaluator and the Kennedy
Warren evaluator tha.t is more efficient than either. 

2. Terminolgy and Definitions 
A contezt-free grammar is a 4-tuple (N,E,S,P), where N is the set or non-terminal symbols, E is the set 
of terminal symbols, SEN is the "tart "ymbol, and P is the set or production6. A production is or the 

rorm (p : Xo :: = X1 ..• ~p]' ~ E N is the left-part or p; Xl X, ... Xnp is the right-part or p and ror 

i > 0, either Xi E N or Xi E E. Sometimes the expression "p[il" is used to denote Xi' 

Attribute gramma.n were first proposed by Knuth [181 a" a wa.y to specify the sema.ntics or context-rree 
languages. The basis of an attribute grammar is a context-rree grammar. This describes the context-rree 
language that is the domain or the translation, that is, those strings on which the translation is defined. 
This context-rree grammar is augmented with attribute" and umantic function". Attributes are 
associated with the symbols or the grammar, both terminal and non-terminal. We write "X.A" to denote 
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attribute A of symbol X, and A(X) to denote the set of attributes a.s.sociated with X. Semantic functions 
are associated with productions; they describe how the values or some attributes or the production are 
defined in terms or the values or other attributes or the production. 

Below is an attribute grammar that. describes based integers in Ada and the values they denote. 
or Ada. based inteaers are: 16*gr:=r 9r bue 16 == 159 base 
2*10110 ~ 10110 bue 2 - 22 baae 10, or 3*10110 - 10110 base 3 - 93 base 10. 

1 number ::= d1g1tsl '.' d1g1ts2. /* Pl */ 
2 number.VAL = d1g1ts2.VAL 
3 dlg1ts2.RADIX = d1g1tsl.VAL 
4 d1g1tsl.RADIX = 10 
6 d1g1tSl.POWER = 1 
6 d1g1ts2.POWER = 1 

1 d1g1ts ::= d1g1t. 
8 dig1tS.VAL = d1g1t.VAL 
9 dig1t.POWER = digits.POWER 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

digitsO ::= digitsl dig1t. /* P3 */ 
Qig1tsO.VAL = d1g1tsl.VAL + d1g1t.VAL 
d1g1tsl.RADIX = d1g1tsO.RADIX 

15 
U5 

11 
18 

19 
20 

46 
46 

d1gitsl.POWER = d1gitsO.POWER • d1g1tsO.RAOIX 
d1g1t.POWER = d1gitsO.POWER 

d1git :: = . 0 •. 
d1g1t.VAL = 0 

d1git ::= '1'. 
d1git.VAL = d1g1t.POWER 

d1g1t ::= '2'. 
Q1g1t.VAL = 2 * d1git.POWER 

d 1 g1 t :: = ' F ' I ' ! ' . 
d1g1t.VAL = 16 • d1g1t.POWER 

/* P4 */ 

1* P19 */ 

Figure 2·1: an attribute grammar tor based numbers in Ada. 

Examples 
10, or 

Lines 1. i. 10. 15, 17, .... 45 ot figure 2-1 are context-rree productions; the other lines denote semantic 
functions. The notation of this example will be used throughout this paper: in the production or line 1, 
<digitsl> and <digits2> denote separate occurrences ot the same symbol, <digits>: the numeric 
suffixes distinguish these different occurrences. Different symbol-occurrences in a. production, such u 
<digits> in production PI, give rise to different attribute-occurrence8. Symbol-occurrences and 
attribute-occurrences are a.ssociated only with individual productions. 

A semantic function specifies the value of an attribute-occurrence ot the production, e.g. digits!. VAL. 
Semantic tunctions are pure functions, they have no side-efrects. Their only arguments are either 
constants or other attribute-occurrences of the production. 

How an attribute gra.mmar specifies a translation can be most easily explained by an operationa.! 
description. The underlying context-tree grammar ot an attribute gra.mma.r describes a. Ia.nguage. Any 
string in this language hu a parse tree associated with it by the grammar. The nodes ot this parse tree 
can be labelled with symbols of the grammar. Each interior node ot this tree has two productions 
associated with it. The left-part production (LP) is the production that derives this node. The children or 
this node are labelled with the symbols in the right-part ot the production. The right-part production 
(RP) is the production that applies a.t the parent ot this node, which is labelled with the left-part symbol 
of the RP production. This node a.nd the siblings or this node are labelled with the symbols in the right
hand side ot the RP production. Lea.ves of the tree don't ha.ve I.; P productions; the root doesn't have an 

RP production. Figure 2-2 shows a parse tree ror the string 7*53. Each node in this tree is labelled with 
its a..ssociated gramma.r symbol, which is the lett-pa.rt symbol ot its LP production. 
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<number> Nl 
+---------+ 
I VAL I 
+---------+ 

I 
+--------------+-------------------------+ 

!~:~:~~~-!------~~+ :~:~:~~~-!------~~+ 
I POWER I RAD IX I VAL I I POVER I RAD IX I VAL I 
+-----------------+ +-----------------+ 
<digit> I N4 <digits> i------N5---~dlglt;-i N6 

+-----------+ +-----------------+ +-----------+ 
I POWER I VAL I I POWER I RAOIX I VAL I IPOVERI VAL I 
+-----------+ +-----------------+ +-----------+ 

I <digit> I NT 
+-----------+ 
I POWER I VAL I 
+-----------+ 

I 
7 # 6 3 

FIgure Z-ZI A semantic tree rragment 

A ulTIllntic tree is a parse tree in which each node contains fields that correspond to the attributes of its 
labelling grammar symbol. Each of these fields is an Ilttribute-inJtllnce. Associated with each attribute is 
a set. of po~ible va.lues that insta.nces of this a.ttribute ca.n be MSigned. Th~ is a.nalogous to the "type" of 
a variable in a programming language. However, ea.ch attribute-instance takes on precisel,. one such 
value; attribute-instances are not variables. The values of attribute-insta.nces are specified by the 
semantic (unctions. 

The semantic runctions of a production represent a template for specifying the values of attribute
instances in the semantic tree. Consider figure 2-2 again. N3 is an semantic tree node that ~ associated 
with <digits2> in the production [number ::= digitsl 'I' digits21 (its RP production) and N3 is 
associated with <digitsO> in production [digitsO ::= digitsl digitI (its LP production). The semantic 

function digi ts2. RADIX = digi tsl . VAL indicates that the value of attribute-instance N3.RADIX will 

be copied from the value of attribute-instance N2.V AL. Similarly, the semantic function 

d1g1tsO. VAL ; digitsl. VAL + d1gi t. VAL indicates that. the value of attribute-instance N3.V AL 
should be calculated by adding together the va.lues of NS.V AL and N6.V AL. 

Since two difrerent productions are associated with each attribute-instance, there could be two semantic 
functions that independently spe~ify its value, one from the LP production and one from the RP 
production. If we assume that each attribute-instance is defined by only one semantic function, either 
from the LP production xor from the RP production, then we must guard against an attribute-instance 
not being defined at all because the LP production assumed that the RP production would define it and 
vice ve~L These difficulties are avoided in attribute grammars by adopting the convention that for every 
attribute, X.A, either: (1) every instance of X.A is defined by a semantic function associated with its LP 
production, or (2) every instance of X.A is defined by a semantic function associated with its RP 
production. Attributes whose instances are all defined in their LP production are called ayntheJized 
attributes; attributes whose instances are all defined in their RP production are called inherited attributes. 
Every attribute is either inherited or synthesized. The start symbol has no inherited attributes; terminal 
symbols have no synthesized attributes. From the point of view of an individua~ "roduction these 
conditions require that the semantic runctions or a production MUST define EXACTLY the right-part 
occurrences of inherited attributes and all synthesized attributes or the leCt-part symbol. Inherited 
attributes propagate inrormation down the tree, towards the leaves. Synthesized attributes propagate 
information up the tree, toward the root. The inherited attributes or a non-terminal X are denoted by 
l(X), the synthesized attriubtes by S(X): A(X) 21 l(X) I:!I S(X). 
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Thus the semantic functions of an attribute grammar specify a. unique value for each attribute-instance. 
However. in order to actually compute the value of attribute-instance Z we must fir!t have a.vailable the 
values oC those other attribute-insta.nces that are argumen~ of the semantic function that defines Z. In 
the example of figure 2-2, before N3.RADOC can be computed the value of N2.V AL must have already 
been computed. Such dependency reiati0'41 restrict the order in which attribute-instances can be 
evaluated. In extreme caaes an attribute-instance can depend on itself; such a. situation is called a 
circularity and by denniLlon such situations are forbidden from occuring in well-defined attribute 
grammars. In general, it is an exponentially hard problem 1111 to determine that an attribute grammar is 
non-circular; i.e. that no semantic tree that can be generated by the attribute grammar contains a 
circularly defined attribute-instance. Fortunately there are several interesting and widely applicable 
suCficient conditions that can be checked in polynomial time [2, 10, 16, 141. 

The result of the translation specified by an attribute grammar is realized a" the values of one or more 
(necessarily synthesized) attribute-instances of the root of the semantic tree. In order to compute these 
values the other attribute-instances must be computed. An ATTRIBUTE EVALUATION PARADIGM is 
a meta-algorithm for building an algorithm that will compute attribute-instances in such an order that no 
attribute-instance is computed before all dependent attribute-instances are available and such that all 
attribute-instances of the root are computed. An attribute evaluation paradigm may work correctly only 
on a subset of all well-defined attribute grammars, but it must work correctly on any semantic tree of an 
acceptable attribute grammar. 

Attribute grammar! are attractive specification tools. Two principal reasons for this are their lacality a/ 
re/trrnce and their nan-pracedural nature. We say that an attribute grammar ha" locality oC reference in 
that the values it defines (Le. the attribute-instances) are specified exclusively in terms of other attribute
instances local to a production. An attribute grammar does not contain any global variables or implicit 
state information that can affect the translation. Each local piece of an attribute grammar, Le. each 
production, communicates with the rest of the attribute grammar only through strictly defined interCaces: 
the attributes of the symbols occurring in this production. 

Like a context-free grammar, an attribute grammar is a description rather than an algorithm. Just as a 
context-free grammar specifies phrase-structure independentlY of a parsing algorithm, so does an attribute 
grammar specify semantics or translation without presuming an evaluation order. Because semantic 
functions are pure functions. the definition of an attribute-instance is determined by the attribute 
grammar and the semantic tree; not by the algorithms oC the evaluator or those of the semantic functions. 
Thus. an attribute grammar is a locally described, non-procedural specification of values. rather than an 
algorithm for computing those values. 

Although not universal (c.f. [6. 4. 12, 171), the most widespread class of evaluators is the class of tret-walk 
evaluator!. A tree-walk evaluator ha" a. single locus of control that moves around an explicit semantic 
tree. The locus of control is alwa.ys at some. non-lea.( oC the tree. The evaluator executes a sequence oC 
EV ALr and VISIT II: instructions. An EV ALr instruction says to invoke sema.ntic function f or the 
production that applies at the current node, and use the resulting value to define the appropria.te 
attribute-instance of either the current node or one of its children. Arguments supplied to this function 
are the (previously computed) values of appropriate a.ttribute-instances of the current node and its 
children. 

A VISIT II: instruction causes the evaluator's lacul a/ control to move from the current node to either its 
parent or one of its children; VISIT 0 moves it to the pa.rent, if It > 0 then VISIT II: moves the locus or 
control to the k-th child. The locus or control is never moved to a leaf; a. VISIT 0 executed at the root 
indicates the end or attribute evaluation. 

Tree-walk evaluatOr! can also have further mechanisms to decide what sequence of instruction to execute 
at the difrerent nodes oC the semantic tree. For instance, the Kennedy- Warren evaluator [161 keeps a nag 
at each node that "remember!" what ha" been evaluated during earlier VISITs to the node. and. when 
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VISITing a child node, it p~ses a parameter that tells what new attributes have been computed since the 
last VISIT. Each time that a node N is VISITed from its parent the parameter of the VISIT and the nag 
that was left in the node are used to determine what sequence of instructions should be executed at N 
until the next VISITo to N's parent. The new nag value to be left a.t N is also computed a.t the same 
time. A PLAN is Kennedy and Warren's name for the sequence of VISIT and EV AL instructions to be 
used during a VISIT to a node. On VISITing a node from its parent they determine which PLAN to use 
by meana oi a. precomputed GOTO-table. In a. Kennedy- Warren evaluator, each VISIT to a node from its 
parent resulta in the execution of a single PLAN at that node, and each PLAN is a straight-line sequence 
of VISIT and EV AL instructions. The only time a choice is made about what instructions to execute is 
when a PLAN is selected at the beginning of such a VISIT. 

The Kennedy- Warren evaluator works only on th~ absolutely non-circular attribute grammars. In a later 
work [25] Warren described an extension of this evaluator, called the coroutine evaluator that works on 
any non-circular attribute grammar. This method allows a VISITo instruction to pass an argument back 
to the parent of the current node, and for PLANs used at a node to select dirrerent instructions to execute 
based on the argument "returned" from a VISIT k>O instruction. Thus, unlike the Kennedy-Warren 
evaluator, the coroutine evaluator a1Jows the sequence of instructions that are executed at a node to 

depend on the shape of the sub-trees that lie below this node. In a similar vein, Cohen a.nd Harry [31 
described an extension to the Kenedy-Warren evaluator that allows the evaluator to choose what sequence 
of instructions to execute b~ed on nags left at the children of the current node. Like the coroutine 
evaluation strategy, Cohe n and Harry's strategy allows the sequence of instructions executed at a node to 
depend on the structure of the sulrtrees below that node. Hence Cohen and Harry's evaluator can also 
evaluate !!It non-circular attribute grammar. 

In this paper we will be concerned with a class of tree-walk evaluator that is more restricted tha.n the 
Kennedy-Warren evaluator. Straight-line evaluator.! are evaluators in which the sequence of instructions 
executed at a node depends only on which production applies a.t that node. Stra.ight-line evaluato~ can 
leave a nag at each node that tells what h~ happened during previous VISITs to the node, but they do 
not pass arguments to VISIT instructions. For each production there is a single straight-line sequence of 
EVAL and VISIT instructions. The "nag" left at a. node simply tells where in that sequence the evaluator 
was when it executed the most recent VISIT instruction. Evaluation then resumes at the n!xt instruction 
in the sequence. 

Several authors [25, 3, 141 have pointed out that tree-walk evaluator~ can be implemented by coroutines. 
Each production has an associated coroutine and there is a distinct instantiation of the appropriate 
coroutine at each interior node or the semantic tree. Here, VISIT instructions correspond to coroutine 
RESUMEs. In this model, the straight-line evaluators possess no explicit nags, and their coroutines 
consist of straight-line sequences of EY AL and VISIT (RESL1vfE) instructions without any conditionally 
executed instructions. 

Especially !rricient straight-line evaluators can be built. Since no arguments are passed with VISIT 
instructions, no code need be compiled to implement this, or to use these values to select the appropriate 
instruction sequences to be executed. Because each production is translated into a single sequence of 
straight-line code, there is only one invocation of each semantic function. In contrast, the more general 
evaluators or Kennedy- Warren, Warren, and Cohen-Ha.rry may ha.ve the same semantic function 
conditionally invoked several places in order to select the correct evaluation sequence to use at a node 
given its placement in some particular semantic tree. It is more fe~ible to compile in-line code for 
semantic function invocation when several copies of such code will ~ be needed; thus the evaluator will 
be faster. 

The class of attribute grammar~ that can be !valuated by straight-line evalua.tors is fairly large. In [141 
Kastens shows how evaluators for ordered attribute grammars can be implemented with one coroutine per 
production [14]. These coroutines contain no conditional instructions and and have exactly one invocation 
or each semantic function; hence they are straight-line evaluators. Eva.luation in left-to-right passes [21, 
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alternating passes [10!, a.nd sweeps is also straight-line eva.luation. 

3. Coverings of Attribute Grammars 

Suppose G = (N. 1;. S. P) and G = (N. 1;. S, P) are two context-Cree grammars over 1; and that. there 

exists an onto mapping (surjection), p : N - N such that [q : Yo :: = Y 1 •.• Y ~q E P] implies 

p (Ynq) E P.] Then the mapping p : N - N can be extended to a 

mapping on productions. p : P - P. It p extended to productions ha" the property that: 

for each production PEP and 

for each non-terminal 5c E p-l(pl0J), 

p-I(p) contains exactly 2!!! prod uction w hose left-part is 5c 

then we say that a is an ezact cover of G. I p is called the covering map.2 

Theorem 1: If a is an exact cover of G then L(a) - L(G). 

Since it is a surjection, the mapping p induces a partition both on the non-terminals of a, 
{p-I(X) I X EN}, and on the productions of a, {p.l(p) I pEP}. Each element of p-I(B) is called a 

repreuntat ive of B. where B is either a non-terminal or a production. Furthermore, if p (p) = p we say 

that p is a lifting of pinto a. 

Once the representatives for the non-terminals oC G have been chosen an exa.ct cover of G is determined 
by selecting which oC the' finitely many possible representatives oC each production are to be included. At 
lea..st one representative must be selected for each production in the covered grammar. 

An exact cover of a context-free grammar is a very resticted modification and enlargement of that 

gramma.r. This can be seen by looking at respective parse trees for the same string. Suppose that a is an 

exact cover of G. Let T G be the set of all derivation trees and sub-derivation-trees for G; that is. T G is 

the set. of allla.belled trees, t, such that: 

. the leaves of t are labelled with elements of E, and 

. each interior node of t is labelled with a produ.ction pEP G' and 

- for every interior node of t with label p, there are precisely np children of this node in t and 

the i-th child is labelled with Pi such that p [1] = Pi [0]. 

Let Ta be the corresponding set of derivation trees a.nd sub-trees for a. The covering map p induces a 

mapping p : To - To' It pet;) = to then to and to nave identically the same structure a" trees; i.e., 

the same number of nodes, each node ba" the same number of descendents, etc. The only differences are 
the labels on the nodes that tell what production applies at tbis interior node. 

Because G is an exact cover oC G the mapping p : Ta - To must be a surjection. It this map is also an 

injection (i.e., a one-ta-one mapping) then we get the following. 

1 AD exact cover of G i. alto & len cover or G &Dd & ri,b' cover ot G [II. 

~e .will let p dellot. 1I0t oDly tb. oricin~ coveriD, m&p, but &l!o it. extension to production. ud (I.ter) it. extenJioll to 
denv&uon trees. Th. cOllte.u or it. us. will &Iw&y. mue de&r wbien m&ppiD, we mUD. 
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Theorem 2: If G is an exact cover of G, and the covering map extended to full derivation trees 

is an injection then G is ambiguous ~ G is ambiguous. 

Proof G is ambiguous implies that there exists two distinct derivation trees, t
J 

and t 2, 

that derive the same sentence in the language. Since p : Ta -- To is injective it can not 

be that p(t1) = p(t2) and hence these two elements of TG are distinct derivation trees 

for the same sentence. Thus G is a.lso a.mbiguous. Q.E.D. 

The concept of exact. covers has so far been defined only for context-free grammars. We want to extend 
this idea to attribute grammars, and we will do so in the simplest possible way. 

If G and G are attribute grammars then G is a &emantically-trivial, exact cover for G ifr : 

- the underlying context-Cree grammar for G is an exact cover of the underlying context-free 

grammar of G, with covering map p, and 

- for each non-terminal X of G, the attributes of X are identical with t.he attributes of P(X), and 

- for every production peG, p induces an isomorphism from the set of semantic runctions of p 

to the set of semantic functions associated with p(p) e G; there is a one-to-one correspondence 

between these two sets of semantic functions, and if Xi =! (Xi • Xi' .... Xi) is a. 
o 1 2 2 -semantic function of p then the corresponding sema.ntic function of p is 

p (Xt ) = ! (p (Xt ). p (Xt ). ...• P (Xi » . 
o 1 2 2 

Theorem 3: If G is a semantically-trivial. exact cover for G, and peG is a representative of 

production peG, then Dp, the dependency graph for p, is isomorphic to Dp. 

In this paper, we deal only with semantically-trivial, exact covers. Hereinafter, we will omit the 

semantically-trivial part and say only that attribute grammar G i" an exact cover 0/ attribute grammar 

G. 

4. The c-split Transformation 
The c-split transformation is a transformation that takes an attribute grammar G into an exact cover of 

G; G = c-spl1 t (G) implies that G exactly covers G. The representatives in G of a non-terminal X in G 

will correspond to the distinct characteri"tic graph" of X. The representatives in G of a production in G 

will be the obvious choice, as explained below. 

A characteristic graph for a non-terminal X, is a directed graph, Xx' whose nodes exactly correspond to 
the attributes of X and whose edges represent precisely the dependency relations among the attribute
instances of the root (an X-type node) of some semantic sub-tree. In general. each non-terminal may have 
several different characteristic graphs associa.ted with it, renecting the different dependencies that could 
be exhibited by different semantic trees. The sets of characteristic graphs of a non-terminal are computed 
by Knuth's corrected algorithm for determining circularity [181. Characteristic graphs are also discussed 
by Cohen a.nd Harry [31 and used in their attribute evaluation strategy. 

c-split(G) is formed by splitting each non-terminal X into several non-terminals, one for each characteristic 

graph of X. The r~resentatives, in G, of a production (p : Xo :: = Xl ... ~,J are all G-productions of 
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the form [p : y- ::= X1 ... X~p] such tha.t prO(Dp(Xi' ...• Xi ]) = XO' Here Op( ... ] 
"0 1 II, 

denotes the dependency graph for production p augmented with the selected characteristic graphs, and 

pro denotes projection onto the embedded graph for Xo· 

This means that G will include precisely those productions, p, such that the characteristic graph to which 

the p[OI correspon~ is exactly the one induced by augmenting the dependency graph for p(p) with the 

appropriate characteristic graphs of p{p)ll1. p{p)/21, ... 

c-split(G) can be exponentially larger than G since G ca.n have exponentially many characteristic graphs 
[111. However. if G is non-circula.r then c-split{G) is ab!olutely non-circula,. [161: in fact, an even stronger 

statement can be made: 

Theorem 4: Each non-terminal in c-split(G) has exactly one characteristic graph. 

Proof is obvious by the construction. 

The construction that comprises the c-split transformation has also been presented by Katayama [151. 
although not using the terminology presented here. There the attribute grammara whose non-terminals 
have a unique characterisic graph were called "imple. The c-split transformation produces simple 
attribute grammars. 

Simple grammars are stable under application of the c-split transformation: if G is simple then 

G = c-spl1 t (G). Unfortunately. the sa.me is not true for absolutely non-circular grammal'3. Even if G 
is absolutely non-circular there may still be more than one characteristic graph for X. and hence more 
than one representative of X in c-split(G). However. the c-5plit transformation does preserve two 
important properties of the underlying context-free grammar: lack of ambiguity, and LR(k~ness. It does 
not preserve LL(k}-ness, as is shown by the example of figure 4-1. 

Lemma 1: If p is a production of G such that all right-part symbols of p are terminals, i.e., 

p (1). p (2], ... p (np] E E. then there exists a unique production p in 

c-split( G) suc h that p (p) = p. 

Proof Since the right-part symbols of p are terminals, so must be the right-part symbols 

of any p. These terminal symbols don't have any characterisic graph 50 the augmented 

dependency graph for p is determined only by the Dp. the dependency graph for the 

production. Since this is unique the left-part non-terminal, p[OI. must also be unique; thus 

uniquely determining p. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2: For every p in G, and Xl' ~. ~P E Nc-.Pl1t (C) there exists a unique 

PEP e-splh{G) such that p [1] = Xl' P [2] = ~, .... p Cnp) = ~P' and 

p (p) = p. 

Proof According to the construction or c-split(G), only those productions p will be 

included in c-split(G) such that Xo = pro COp [X l' ... , Xllp])' where Xi is the unique 

characteristic graph corresponding to pili and pro means projection onto the nodes 

corresponding to attribute-occurrences or Xo. 

Thus. Xo is a runction solely or the Xi and Dp. Xi is determined by choosing right-part ~, 
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and Dp is determined by p. Thus the left-put non-terminal, p[al is completely 

determined and so is p itself. Q.E.D. 

TheonID 5: The mapping p : Tc-.pl11.(C) - To is a.n injection. 

Proof We mllSt show that for every t E T G' there exists a unique 

t. E T Nplit(G) such that p (t.) = t. The proof is by induction on the height of tree t. 

The basis step of this induction is when the height of t is 1. Let root(t be the root node 

of tree t. and let pEP G be the label on root(t). Since the tree has height 1. the right

part non-terminals of p are all terminal symbols. By Lemma. 4 there is only one 

production pEP e-split(G) such that p (p) = P and so p must be the label on the root of 

any tree t such that p (t) = t. Since the labels or the leaves are rixed. this establishes 

the induction hypothesis when height is 1. 

For the induction step. suppose that the hypothesis is true ror any tree whose height is 

~ h and consider a tree t whose height is h+ 1. Let p be the label on the root of t; let t. 

be such that p (t.) = t; let p be the root of t.; let t 1, t 2 •.•.• top be the sub-trees that are 

the children of the root of t; and let iI' t.2 • .•.• t.op be the sub-trees that are the children 

of the root of t. By the induction hypothesis, the sub-trees t. l , t.2 • .... t.op are unique 

since we must have that p(t.j) = t j. It is now lett to show that the production p is also 

uniquely derined. 

But the production that labels the root of each t.j is well-derined and thus the right-part 

non-terminal symbols or p are determined. According to Lemma. 4, since p (p) = p. the 

production p is also uniquely determined. Since the label or the root of t is unique and 

the children of t. are uniquely determined. it must be that t. itself is uniquely determined. 

This established the inductive implication. and therefore the theorem. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 5: II G is unambiguous then c-split(G) is unambiguous. 

Proof follows immediately from Theorem 2 and the above Theorem 5. 

TheoreID 7: If G is LR(k) then c-split(G) is LR(k). 

Proof follows by showing how a violation of the LR(k) condition in c-split(G) can be 
mapped into a violation of the LR(k) condition in G. Any sentential form of c-split(G) is 
mapped to a sentential form for G by the covering map p, as are right-most derivations of 
sentential forms. Following the LR(k) definitions and terminology or [II. suppose that 
there are two right-most c-split(G}-derivations: 

s ~ aAw ~ aPw s ~ 18x ~ a~y 
and that FIRSTIc(w) =- FIRSTIc(y). The two derivations are mapped by p to derivations 
in G: 

s ~ aAw ~ affw S ~ "TeX ~ aP1 

and still FIRST Ic(y) =- FIRST Ic(x). Since G is LR(k) it must be that a == "T, A == B. and 

x == y. This means that p(a) == p(1). and p(A) = p(8). But the covering map p preserves 
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the length of a. sentential form, a.nd so it must be that the length of a is the same a,., the 

length of 1 and hence that 1 =- a. 
Thus 1ex = aSy ~ apy and the c-split(G)-production [p2 : B ::=- pi is used in the final 

right-most derint.ioD step. Consequently, the two c-split(G) productions [pl : A ::= pi 
and [p2 : B ::- ~ are such that p(pl) =- p(p2) and pl[ll == p2[1[' ... , p1[ll == p2[11. 

Thus, by the previous lemma of, pl =- p2 and A == 8. Q.E.D. 

or1g1nal grammar c-spllt(orlg1nal grammar) 

+--------+ +---+---+---+---+ 
I A I I I I I I 'wi 
+--------+ +---+---+---+---+ 

S - A 'wi 
s - A W1 A W2 

A - at A - at 

+---+---+---+---+ 
'wi - b I I I I I 

+-~-+---+-f-+ 
W1 .. - b 

+---+---+---+---+ 
c I I I I I 

+---+-f-+-~-+ W1 ::= C 

F1sure .... 1: An LL(l) grammar that c-split "lirts" to non-LL 

As we shall see in the next section, the reason we use c-split is to ensure that we have an absolutely 
non-circular grammar; we don't need a "imple grammar . 

. 5. The p-split transformation 
The p-split transformation is defined only on absolutely non-circular attribute grammars. It is similar to 
the c-split transformation in that it lifts an attribute grammar G to an exact cover of G. Where the 
c-split transformation splits a non-terminal into representatives that correspond to characteristic graphs, 
the p-split transformation splits non-terminals into representatives that correspond to protocol". 

Protocols3 were introduced by Warren [25] as a tool for studying his coroutine evaluators. A protocol 

11' = 11'(1) •...• ;r(lp) for a non-terminal X is a ~equence of non-empty sets of attributes such that: 

- there are an even number of elements in the sequence, 

- the elements of the sequence constitute a partition or the attributes of X, 

- even elements of the sequence consist entirely of synthesized attributes, and odd elements of 
the sequence consiat. entirely of inherited attributes. 

A protocol for a non-terminal X can be interpreted as a plan for how a tree-walk evaluator should 
evaluate the attributes of X. Each pair of protocol elements K(2j-l), K(2j) represents a. "visit" to a subtree 
derived from X. The inherited attributes of 1I'(2j-l) are the attributes made newly available as "inputs" to 
the next visit; the synthesized attributes in ",(2j) represent the "outputs" produced as a result of the visit. 

If [p : Xo :: = Xl ... ~p] is a production then a. set of protocols {"'i I 0 ~ i ~ np} is con"i"tent lor' p 

iff a. tree-walk a.ttribute evaluator fragment for p can be pieced together so tha.t the "'i summarize the 

3~ protocol iI c&1led & "(reduced) putitioD or utributet" in IS) 
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order in which attributes are computed and made available across the "borders" of the non-terminals or p. 

This idea is made more precise shortly. By definition 1251 an attribute gnmmu i! unirorm· itr 

ror each non-terminal X there exists a unique protocol lrx• such that 

for e&eh production [p : Xo :: = Xt .. , X.p], 

{lr"t lOS i S np} is consisten.t ror p. . 
In this cue we say that {lrx I X E V o} IS a C01l8l"trnt ~ 0/ protocol" lor' G. G is unirorm iff G haa a 
consistent set or protocols. 

Warren 1251 gives a polynomial-time algorithm ror determining ir a given set of protocols is consistent. 
However, Engelrriet and FiI~ show [51 that it is an NP-complete problem to determine whether an 
attribute grammar ha.s a consistent set or protocols, i.e. whether an attribute gramm&r is uniform. 

Warren's algorithm ror deciding whether a set or protocols wu consistent ror p wa.s given u & special Ca.5e 

or a more general and complex algorithm. We will describe a simpler algorithm. ba.5ed on Engelfriet and 
Filfs, and use it to introduce some useful terminology. 

Suppose that b is an inherited attribute or non-terminal X and that c is a synthesized attribute or X, and 
that b E If:Ji), c E lI':Ji+k). This means that b is always going to be evaluated ~ c. and hence b m 
!l2l depend on c. A set or protocols will be consistent ror production p ir such constraints embodied in the 

protocols are consistent with the usual dependencies of p. In order to determine this we use the concept of 

a protocol gra.ph. 

A protocol graph is like an IO-graph or a characteristic graph in that it represents a non-circular relation 
among the attributes o( a non-terminal. In a. protocol graph an edge b - c represents that attribute b 
occurs b~(ore attribute c in the protocol, and that consequently, b will be evaluated before c. Compare 
this with a characteristic graph. where an edge b - c means that in some semantic sub-tree. c deprnd4 em 
b. The dir(erence is that b may be evaluated before c even though there is no dependency relation 
between band c. 

Oennltlon 1: 0 = (No,Eo) is a protocol graph ror non-termin3.l X iff: 

- No. the nodes or 5, correspond to attributes o( X, 

- 6 is non-circul&r, 

- (or every pair of attributes I E I(X), S E S(X), either I ~ S in 0, or 
S ~ I in o. 

Note that since 0 is an &cyclic graph it can not be that both I ~ Sand S ~ 1. Also, it is quite allright for 
a protocol graph to have paths 11 ~ 12 even if there is ;;S such t~ 11 ~ Sand S ~ Lz; similarly. it is 
a.llrigbt to have paths SI ~ S2 even ir there is no I such that SI ~ I and I ~ S2' 

O.ftnltloD 2: It 0 is a protocol graph for X and 11' is a protocol (or X. then 0 is con.sistent with 11' 
iff bE lI'(i), c E lI'(i+k) implies b ~ c in o. 

Theorem 8: Ir Sx is a. protocol graph (or non-terminal X then there exists a unique protocol 11' 
such that Sx is consistent with 11'. 

Proof: 0 determines that 11'(1) must be all inherited attributes b such that there is no 
path (rom a synthesized attribute to b; and that lr(lp) must be all synthesized a.ttributes c 
such that there is no path (rom c to an inherited attribute. Then 11'(1) and lr(lp) and edges 
incident upon them ca.n be deleted (rom 6 and this process repeated to lind 11'(2) a.nd 
1r(Ip-l), ... 0 will not be consistent with any other protocol. Q.E.D. 
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For each protocol "'X there i! a canonical protocol graph., Ox, whose edges a.re: 
{(A.B) I A e lrx(i) and B e lrx{i+l) and 0 S i lp}. This graph is a subgraph 01 every protocol graph lor 

X. 

As with 10 grapiuJ, we can use protocol grapiuJ to augment dependency grapiuJ ror productions: 

DpISp{oj,Sp{l)' .... SprDP~ The set ot protocols is consistent ror production p irr DpISp{OI,Sp[I)' ... , Sp[DP)1 is 

acyclic 151. 

The p-split translormation applied to G builds an exact cover or G in which the representatives or a 

non-terminal X correspond to protocols ror X. p-split will lilt a production (p : Xo :: = Xl ... x.pJ in 

G to a. production Ii) : Xo :: .. Xl ... ~pl such that the protocols {lri} to which the {~} correspond &re 

consistent ror p. 

Oenoliloo 3: A con!i!tmt collection of protocol" ror an attribute gramm&r G is a set or set! or 
protocols, { lTx I lTx is a set. or protocols (or X e No} such that. 

to. every product.ion [p : Xo ::= Xl ... X.,l e Po 

tor every prot.ocol 11'0 e lTx there exist. prot.<leols 
Q 

"'1 e lTx > "'2 e lTv_> ... > 11'11, e "x 
1 -~ ., 

such that. {"'c> 11'1> 11'2' ...• "'II,} is consist.lnt. tor p 

The non-terminals or p-split(G) will correspond to the members or the "X. The start symbol S lins to 

exactly one representative S. whic h corresponds to the protocol (Ia. (A(S)}). A production 

[p : Xc, :: = Xl ... X.,l lifts to all prod uctions [p : Xa :: = Xl .,. X.,l such that: 

1. each Xi represents a protocol 1I'j e II p{x.), and 
I 

2. {lTi I 0 ~ i ~ np} is consistent (or P, and 

3. if p(Pt) = P(P2) then PIIOI ~ P2101 

That every attribute grammar can be lifted to a uniform attribute grammar Wa.! also noticed by 
Engelrriet and Fil~ [51 (of course, they don't use this notation). Their construction builds an exact cover 
that is always exponentially larger than the original grammar. In this construction, "representatives or 
non-terminal X" include a.ll possible protocols (or X, and, generally, each production lift" to many more 
representatives than it does in the p-split constrttCtion. One consequence is that their lifted attribute 
grammar will usually be ambiguous even though the original was not. p-split(G) preserves both lack or 
ambiguity and LL(k}-ness. Unfortunately, p-split does not preserve LR(k}-ness. a.! is shown by figure 5-1. 

Lemma 3: For e&eb production (p : Xc, :: = Xl ... X.,l there exists a unique production 

Ip : Xo ::- Xl ... ~pl such that p(Xo) =- ~ and p(p) .. p. 

Proot : this result is explicitly guaranteed by point (3) ot the construction of p-split 
prod uctions. 

Theorem 9: It G is LL(k) then p-split(G) is LL(k). 

Proot follows by showing how a violation of the LL(k) condition in p-split(G) can be 
mapped into a violation 01 the LL(k) condition in G. Any sentential (orm or p-split(G) is 
mapped to a sentential for (or G by t.he covering map p. as are lertrmost deriva.tions of 
sentential forms. Following the LL(k) definitions and terminology or [11. suppose that 
there are two left-most p-split(G}-derivations: 
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S ::= A % S .. - A 1 

+-----+ +-----+ 
I I S I I S 
+-----+ +-----+ 

+--------~--------+ 
I a I b I c I d I A 
+-----------------------+ 

+-~--+ 
I a I b I c I d I A 
+-----------------------+ 

AO ::= Al a. A - a. 

+-----------------------+ +-----------------------+ 
I a I b I c I d I AO I a I b I c I d I 

+-][-----1-----£-----£--+ 
+-J[-----~---- _____ --+ 

+--~----.~--+ 

abc d A1 
+-----------------------+ 
Nodes that. are instances of non-terminal A must be evaluated either according to protocol 
({A.a}, {A.b}, {A.c}, {A.d}) or according to protocol ({A.c}, {A.d}, {A.a}, (A.b}). The p-split. 
transformation will "lift" A to either X or Y, corresponding to t.he first or second of these protocols, 
respectively. The resulting grammar, p-split(G), is given below. It is not LR(k) for any k because there is 

a connict between reducing the first a to either an X or a Y. 

S - X X S ::= Y 1 

X ::= X a. I a. Y ::= Y a. I a. 

Figure 5-1: An LR(O) grammar, G, for which p-split(G) can not be LR(k) for any k. 

such that FIRST k(y) = FIRST k(x), Suppose further that ~;. =r. The two p-split(G)

derivations are mapped by p to G-derivations: 

such that FIRST k(y) = FIRST k(x), Since G is LL(k) it must be that p ~ /. a.nd hence 

p(fi) ~ p(=r). Thus the two p-split(G) productions [p1 : A ::= PI and [p2 : A ::= :'1 are 

such that p(pl) = p(p2) and pllOI = p2lOj. Thus, by the previous lemma 8, p1 = p2 

and a =:,. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 4: For every t e T-(I and protocol tr e ITroo4t)' there exists a unique t e T P-sp li4 G ) 

such that: pCt) = t and, root(t) corresponds to tr. 

Proof: Let pep G be the label on root(t) and p be the label on root(t). It must be that 

p (p) = p. According to lemma 8, p is completely determined. 

The proof is by induction on the height of tree t. The basis step of this induction is when 

the height of t is 1. Since the tree has height 1, it consists entirely of nodes incident on 

production p and hence is uniquely determined by it. 

Suppose now t.hat. the lemma is true for all trees whose height is Shand that. t has 

height h+1. Let {til be the sub-trees of t whose roots are children of root(t), and let 

{til be the ~ub-trees of t whose roots are children of root(t). Ea.ch tj is a subtree whose 

height is S h, and each ej is a subtree whose height is S h. Since p (e) = t it must be 
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The production p uniquely determines which p-split(G) non-terminals are ~ociated with 

the the roo~ or the subtrees {til and so, by the induction hypothesis all or these subtrees 

are uniquely determined. Since t consists only ot the subtrees {til and the production 

that labels root(t), and since each ot these is unqiue it tollows that t itselt is unique. 

Q.E.D. 

Theorem 10: The mapping p : T r.pl1t.(O) -+ To is an injection, when it is restricted to rull 

derivation trees ot G. 

Proof rollows rrom the above lemma 9. p-split(G) contains a unique representative or S, 
the start symbol or G, and tor any tull derivation tree ot G the root must be labelled with 
a. production whose lett-part is S. 

Theorem 11: It G is unambiguous then p-split(G) is unambiguous. 

Proof tollows immediately trom Theorem 2 and the above Theorem 10. 

Our construction of a surricient collection of protocols is ba.sed on an iterative closure algorithm similar to 
Knuth's algorithm tor building characteristic graphs. With each non-terminal X we will associate a. set ot 
protocols flx' Initially these sets will be empty, except that fls = {(Io!, A(S))}, where S is the start 

symbol of the grammar. Protocols are added according to the tollowing rule: 

repeat until no more protocols are added 

for each product10n [p: Xo :: = Xl ... XII'] 

for each protocol 11'0 E flx 
o 

based on lI'o and the dependencies at p, 

compute protocols l!'x ' l!''lL' ... , l!'x ' 
1"" lip 

such that {lI'x ' lI'x ' l!'y_, .•• , l!'x } is consistent tor p 
o 1"" II, 

for i E [1 .. np] 

it 1(1 i! flx theD add 11'1 to flx 
1 1 

endFoJ' 

endFol' 

endFol' 

endRepeat 

This algorithm is called the protocol clo~ure algorithm. It terminates because there are finitely many 
distinct protocols ror a non-terminal and no protocol is ever added to a flx. more than once. The key 
step is to compute the protocols tor Xl' ~, ... , Xnp trom the protocol tor X~. That this can be done tor 
any absolutely non-circular attribute grammar wa.s shown by Nielson !191, who also describes a straight
forward procedure for doing so. Her procedure is one possible implementation ot the general protocol 

propagation algorithm described below. The protocol propagation algorithm implements a runction 

P G (flplOj - (11,llj x .... x fl,(npj)' It protocol propagation maps production p and left-part 

protocol 11'0 to right-put protocols 1(1' ... , II'np then the corresponding production will be a representative 



of p in p-split(G). If protocol propagation was a relation instead of a function then Lemma 8 would not 

hold. 

The protocol propagation algorithm begins by taking the dependency graph for p, Dp, and augmenting it 

with S I the protocol graph for the left-part non-terminal, and with the 10 grapns for the right-part non
termin~. These 10 graphs are available because we require the attribute grammar to be absolutely non-

circular. The resulting Dp[oo' 10p!I!' ... , 10p!np!1 may induce some further dependencies among the 

attributes of right-part non-terminals because the protocol graph DO may contain more constraints than 

does 10p!0!' However, this graph will be acyclic because DO is a protocol &!!2ll and contains 10x
o 

within 

it. 

From Dp[Do, 10p!I!' .... 10p(np!1 we can build protocols for each or the right-part ~ by non

deterministically adding edges between previously unrelated (inherited.synthesized) pairs of attributes of 
the same right-part non·terminal. We keep a.dding edges until the subgraph corresponding to each right
part non· terminal becomes a protocol graph (Definition 7). Then, according to Theorem 8. each of the 
right-part subgraphs determines a unique protocol for their corresponding right-part non-terminal. Adding 
an edge between previously unrelated nodes may introduce new constraint on the dependencies of this 
production. These effects must be determined before we choose another edge to add so that whenever we 
add a new edge it truly is between heretofore unrelated nodes. 

A variety of specific algorithms can be realized by using some more specific policy to narrow the freedom 
to add edges. One such policy is to finish building a protocol for one right-part non-termina.l before 
starting to construct the protocol for any other right-part non-terminals. Further policies can be devised 
to tell us how to add edges between a particular non-terminal's attributes in order to build a protocol 
graph. This latter process we refer to as protocolizing the graph. 

One policy to use in protocolizing a graph is that an attribute should be evaluated as soon as possible; 
that is. each a.ttribute should be put in the earliest possible element of the protocol. This may be thought 
of as greedy protocolizing. Figure 5-2 shows an algorithm that implements this policy. Another policy is 
for the evaluation of each attribute to be delayed until just before it is needed; i.e. each attribute should 
go in the latest possible element of the protocol. We can call this lllzy protocolizing. The algorithm of 
figure 5-3 does lazy protocolizing. To see the difference between these two policies look at figure 5-4. 
This shows dependencies among attributes of a non-terminal on the left and three possible protocols that 
would be valid ror the!e dependencies. One of these protocols is the result of greedy protocolizing; one is 
the result of lllzy protocolizing; the third is a protocol different from either of those. 

With these definitions we can easily characterize Nielson's algorithm, mentioned on page 14, ror 
computing right·part protocols. It is a combination or two policies: protocolize one right-part non
terminal at a time (in lert-to-right order), and usc the "greedy" algorithm to protocolize each non
r ·rmina.l. 

In the WOl'3t case. the protocol closure a.lgorithm can build a collection of protocols whose size is 
exponentia.l in the number of attributes of a non-terminal. Specifically. the number of protocols in I1X can 
be exponential in the number of attributes of X. We would like to design the protocol closure algorithm so 
that it always finds a minimal collection or protocols. Unfortunately, this is an intractable problem. If 
• he grammar is uniform then each of the nX will be a. singleton set, yet finding such sets is an NP· 
:omplete problem (mentioned earlier). 

A backtracking algorithm could be designed to find a minimal collection of protocols by exhautive search. 
but this could be exorbitantly expensive. What we expect is that an acceptably small collection can be 
found in a reasonable amount of time by using appropriate heuristics. In the rest of tbis section we will 
present our heurstics and modify the protocol propaga.tion algorithm to renect them. This revised 
a.lgorithm will always construct a consistent collection or protocols; we expect that it will construct a 
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Let Nx = the nodes correspond1ng to attr1bute-occurrences ot X 1n OpE ... J 

For every A E Nx def1ne NUK{A) &8: 
NUM(A) =' 

If P (A) = III the 0 

n 
wherl 

peA) 

eu. 1 + max{ NUK(S) I S E PA } 

= ~ A i. 1nher1ted then • 
{S I a E ~ and a - A E Op [ 

e1.1 /* A 1s s thes1zed *1 
{a I a E and a....! A E Op [ 

n 

and S 1s synthes1zed} 

and a 1s 1nherited} 

/* 
t-.1JM(A) is the maximum number of subpaths on any .depe~dency p.ath ending 
at node A; which subpaths have sources that represent Inlierlted attributes of A 
and targec", that represent synthesized attributes of X, or vice versa. 

*/ 

repeat 
Let F = {{O.C) I NUMeO) > NUM(C). and 

} 

o ~ C E Op [ ... ]. and 
e1ther C 1s 1nherited and 0 is syuthes1szed. or 

C is synthes1zed and 0 1s 1nher1ted 

If F ~ III then 

Choose (O.C) E F such that (a.A) E F impUes NUM(C) S NUM(A) 
1* 

This condition says that we will choose to add an edge into a node that is 
minimal with respect to its NUM value. 

n 

*/ 

Add (O,C) to the graph embedded v1thin ope ... ] 
1* . 

Note that adding this edge does not disturb the value of NUM(C) because 
the length of any new path to C thus created is at most 1 ~ NUM(o), 
which 6y hypothesis is no greater than NUM(C). Thus the NUM values 
need not be recalculated. 

However
d 

adding this edge may well add a path between other, previously 
unrelate , nodes of Nx so F must be recomputed. Of course, the cost of 
this can be kept man~geable by using some sort of finite differencing 
optimization. 

*/ 

untll F = '" 
Figure 6-2z "Greedy" protocolizing algorithm 

small collection. 

We will use the following heurstics, listed in order of precedence: 

1. never add a protocol to the collection unless the collection is currently not consistent, 

2. when adding a. protocolizing dependency (X.A, X.B), ir there are two or more occurences or X 
in the production then add edges between the attributes of all occurences of X so long as this 
does not introduce a circularity; ir it does introduce a circularity then don't add this edge 
unless every other candidate edge is in the same situation, 

3. if a new protocol must be constructed try first to replace an existing protocol with a 
refinement or itselr. 

In general these heuristics will not completely determine the right-part protocols based on the 
dependencies of the production and the left-part protocol. Additional heuristics or just blind guessing will 
be needed to form a deterministic algorithm. Additional heuristics might be designed to satisfy goals 
other than minimizing the number or protocols; e.g. to minimize the run-time storage needed by the 
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Let Nx = the nodes correspondlng to attrlbute-occurrences of X ln Op[ '" ] 

For every A E Hx define NUMCA) as: 
NUMCA) = 

It peA) = a then 0 

II 
wh .... 

peA) 

eu. 1 + max{ NUKeB) I B E PA } 

= ~ A is 1nherited then • 
{B I BEN a.nd A - B E Dp [ eu. /* A is sV!thes1zed */ 
{B I B E Ux and A ~ B E Dp [ 

n 

] and 

] and 

B ls synthes1zed} 

a ls lnher1ted} 

/* NUM(A) is the maximum number of subpaths on any dependency path starting 
at node A; which subpaths have sources that represent inherited attributes or A 
a.nd targets that represent synthesized attributes of X, or vice versa.. 

*/ 

repeat 
Let F = ((D.C) I NUMCD) > NUMCC) , and 

} 

o ~ C ~ Op ( ... ], a.nd 
e1ther C is 1nher1ted 

C 1s synthes1zed 
and 0 ls synthesiszed. or 
a.nd 0 is inher1ted 

it F ~ a then 

Choose (D.C) E F such that (B,A) E F implies NUKeD) S NUK(B) 
/* 

*/ 

This condition says that we will choose to a.dd an edge out of a node that is 
minimal with respect to its NUM value. 

Add (O,C) to the graph embedded v1thln Op[ ... ] 
/* 

n 

Note that adding this edge does not disturb the value or NUM(D) because 
the length of any new path from D thus created is at most 1 + NUM(C), 
which 5y hypotliesis is no greater than NUM(D). Thus the NUM values 
need not be recalculated. 

However
d 

adding this edge may well add a path between other. previously 
unrelate , nodes of Nx so F must be recomputed. or course, the cost of 
this can be kept matrageable by using some sort of finite diflerrncing 
optimization. 

*/ 

untU F = a 

+-------+ 
I c:inh I 
+--- ---+ 

+---

+--- ---+ 
I g:syn I +-------+ 

F11'U"8 5-31 "Lazy" protocolizing algorithm 

+-------+ 
I d:1nh I 
+--- ---+ 

+--- ---+ 
I h:syu I 
+-------+ 

Result of "greedy" protocolizing 
({c.d}, {e.h}, {f}, {g}) 

Result of "lazy" protoco11z1ng 
({c}, {e}, {d,f}, {g,h}) 

A third dist1nct protocol 
({c,d}, {e}, {f}, {g.h}) 

. F1SUl'8 5-4, Attribute dependencies and some possible protocols 

attribute evaluator. 
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Our first heuristic is quite straight-rorward. Suppose tha.t a new protocol 1f wa" added to "x and we are 

calcula.ting what will be the corresponding protocols ror non-terminals in the right-part of production p if 

1f is the protocol of p[OJ. The heuristic says that all possible combinations of existing protocols of right

part symbols should be checked before we construct yet another protocol. If most right-part non
terminals have only one protocol this is reasonably inexpensive. However. if there are k right-part non
terminals and each of them haa only 2 protocols there are 2" combinations to check. We advocate the use 
of this potentially expensive heuristic because we expect that in common attribute gramma~ most non
terminals will need only one protocol. 

The second heuristic serves as a check on whether a certain protocolizing edge should be added. It is 
designed to discover some of those edges that. if added, must cause two dirrerent protocols to be used for 
X. 

The third heuristic introduces protocol refinemrnt~. 

Dennltlon 4: A direct refinemrnt of a protocol 1f - (1f(1), ... , 1f(k), ",(k+I) ..... lI"(n)), is a new 
protocol 11 =- (11(1) •.... 1I(k), 1I(k+I), ~(k+2), ?r'(k+3), ... , 1I(n+2)) such that for 
some odd k. 0 $ k n. 

1. ;r(i) ::a 1I(i) for i < k. and 

2. lI"(i) =- 1I(i+2) for i>k+l. and 

3. 1I"(k) =- 1I(k) u 1I(k+2). and 

4. ;r(k+l) =- 1I(k+I) U 1I(k+3). 

Intuitively, a direct refinement of a protocol corresponds to splitting one VISIT to a sub-tree into two 
consecutive VISITS. and leaving the rest of the protocol unchanged. 1I"(k) is the set of inherited attributes 
that is split. 1I"(k+I) is the set of synthesized attributes_ A refinemrnt of a protocol is the result of 
forming a sequence of direct refinements. 

DennltloD 5: rr1 is a refinemrnt of 11" iff: (1) 11 is a direct refinement of lI", or (2) there exists a 
protocol 11"~ such that "," is a direct refinement of '" and"" is a refinement of 11"~. 

This recursive definition is well-founded because direct refinement always increases the length of a 
protocol by 2. and the maximum length of any protocol for X is the number of attributes for X. 

The reason that rerlnements are interesting is that we need not use both a protocol and some refinement. 
of it in evaluating an attribute grammar; only the refinement is necessary. This is established by the 
following lemmas and theorem. First. though, let us introduce some notation that will make these 
arguments let verbose. 

If l'I'(X) is a prot.ocol for non-terminal X and b E A(X) such that b E If(i) then we say that i is the indez of 
b in lI" and denote thi! by i,..(b). 

Lemma 5: Supp08e that 1r, ?r' are protocols for X and that 11 is a direct refinement of 11" 

formed by splitting "'(i).1I"(i+l) into 1I(i).1I(i+I).1I(i+2).1I(i+3). For every pair of 
attributes b.c E A(X), if i,..(b) < i1f(c) then either: 

1. i,...,(b) < i,..J(c), or 
2. b E lI"(i). c E 1I"(i+ 1), b E 1I(i+2), and c E rr1(i+ 1), and he nce b E I(X), 

c e S(X). 

Proof is obvious by inspection. 

Lemma 6: Let p be a production in Bachmann Normal Form. Suppose that "'p[OI' "'.,[11' ...• 
1I"p[a I is a consistent set or protocols ror p. For every path 0 -+ C in 
Dp[~, 0p[ll' .... op(aplJ such that b.c E 8p[i1 it must be that ill"(b) < ill"(c). 

Proof It must be the ca"e that either ill"(c) < ill"(b). or i,..(c) .. i,..(b), or i,..(c) > i1l"(b). 
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The proor establishes that the first two conditions are not pOS!ible. 

If i,..( c) < i,..(b) then there would be a path c ~ b in 0pPl' and this together with the path 

of the hypothesis would constitute a cycle. Thus the first or the above conditions is not 
poaaible. 

If i,..(e) - i,..(b) then both band c must belong to the same protocol element hence they 
are either both inherited or both synthesized. In this case. we may assume without loss of 
generality that the path b ~ c consists or only one edge; any such path must contain only 
nodes lying in the same protocol element and hence this path consists entirely or such 

edges. If these nodes are synthesized then this will not happen because op[j) is the 

canonical protocol graph for ,.. p(j); if they are inherited it will not happen because the 

production is in Bochmann Normal Form and hence there are no Dp-edges rrom one right
part, inherited attribute-occurrence to a.nother. 

Thus it must be that i,..(b) < ill'(c). Q.E.D. 

Theorem 12: Suppose that G is an attribute grammar in Bochman Normal Form, and that 
{fly lYE V G} is a. consistent collection of protocols ror G, and that flx contains 
two protocols. lI'x and 1Ix such that 11 is a refinement or,... Let n'x be the set or 

protocols ror X that results when lI' is deleted rrom flx' Then 

{fly I X -; Y} U n'x is also a consistent collection or protocols ror G. 

Proof. We will establish the theorem ror the case when 71 is a. direct refinement of 11"; 
the general case then rollows by induction. 

We must show that ror every production p, and ror every protocol "'0 E flp(O) there exist 

protocols lI'j E "pli) such that {lI'o, .... 11' np} is consistent ror p. Since lI'. the replaced 

protocol, is not an element or the new n'x we needn't worry about those productions 

where p!OI == X. However. where X is a. right-part non-terminal or p we must show that 

if '" is replaced by 11 then the resulting set or protocols is still consistent ror p. 

Furthermore. we will assume that X occurs only once in the right-part or p; if X appears 

more than once the rollowing a.rgument is not invalidated - simply use induction on the 

number or occurrences or X in the right-part or p. 

Suppose that X =r p!il so t1i~t {,..o' ... , lI'j=-"" ... , lI' op} is consistent ror p; we must show 

that {lI'o, .... "'j==1I, ..... "'np} is also consistent ror p. Let D = Dp!oo' ... , OJ=o, ... , 0op]' 

o - Dp[oo' .... OJ:::!, .~., 0op]. The hypotheses or the theorem imply that D is acyclic; we 

need to show that 0 is also acyclic. 

Let 0 - D be the graph obtained by deleting rrom the augmented dependency graph, any 

edges in the protocol graph. 0 - D is a. subgraph or 0, and so any path that lies entirely 

within 0 - ~ must be acyclic. Thererore. any cycle in 0 must contain an edge rrom ~. 

Thus, it will suffice to show that for a.ny pair of nodes b,c E ~, if there is a. path b ~ c in 

o then i,((b) < i,((c). This would preclude the possiblity of there being a cycle in 0 that 

contained an edge from D. If the above condition holds for two paths b ~ c and c ~ d 

then it must also hold for the concatenation or the two paths. b ~ c ~ d. Consequently. 
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we can restrict our attention to only those minimal paths b !. c in 0 such that b,c E D. 

Such minim&! p&tM ue either edges of D, or they ue p&ths in 0 - D. Clearly, edges of b 
must conform to the a.bove condition. 

Since 0 - D is It. subgnph ot 0, any path b !. c in 0 - D is also a path in 0, and so by 

lemma 11, i (b) < i~(c). We need to show that this inequality also holds for the 
respective in~iees in the refined protocol rr'. Lemma 11 says that either: in'(b) < in'(c), or 
that b represents an inherited attribute and c represents a synthesized attribute. 
However, c can not represent a synthesized attribute because the path b !. c contains no 
edges of the protocol graph and hence can not contain any edge whose target is c. 

Therefore it must be that in'(b) < in'(c). Q.E.D. 

This theorem says that, if we must add a new protocol to some ITx' and if it suffices to add rr', a 
refinement of some protocol 1r already in fix, then we can replace 1f with rr' and so not have to increase 
the size of our sufficient collection of protocols. Notice, however, that we must still propagate the new 
protocol rr' through all productions that have X a.1 their left-part. This propagation of rr' £!!!. result in 
new protocols being added, which new protocols can in turn give rise to still other protocols, etc. 

6. The u-split Transformation 
The u-split transformation is the composition of p-split with c-split, u-spl1 t = p-spl1 t 0 c-spl1 t. 

The c-split transformation takes any non-circular attribute grammar to a simple attribute grammar. 
Since a simple attribute grammar is an absolutely non-circular attribute grammar the p-split 
transtormation is defined on the result of c-split and takes it to a uniform attribute grammar. 
Furthermore, since neither c-split nor p-split introduce ambiguity we have: 

Theorem 13: If G is unambiguous then u-split(G) is unambiguous. 

However, c-split need not preserve LL(k)-ness, and p-split need not preserve LR(k)-ness. so an easily 
parsed grammar can be "lifted" to one that is hard to parse. Figure 6-1 gives an example of this. 

The complexity of c-split and p-split is exponential in the number of attributes per non-terminal. 
Fortunately the c-split transformation does not change the number of attributes per non-terminal so there 
is no 2-level exponentiality effect. That is, if each non-terminal of G has at most k attributes and there 
are at most n non-terminals then c-split(G) will contain at most n·2k non-terminals but each of these will 
still have no more than k attri butes. Therefore, ufsplit( G) can contain at most (n ·2k )·2k non-terminals, 
each of which has at most k attributes. Nonetheless, the "lifted" attribute grammars can contain 
expone ntially many non-terminals and productions. Hopefully, this worst-case performance will not occur 
for common attribute gramm~. 

General tree-walk evaluators (e.g. 116, 31) can select different evaluation orders depending on the structure 
of the given semantic tree they are evaluating. In contrast, a straight-line evaluator must always evaluate 
attributes in a certain, prescribed order. The u-split transformation transfers to the parsing algorithm the 
responsibility (or determining in advance how to evaluate the attributes of a particular semantic tree. 

Recall that the re8.'!on we were interested in uniform a~tribute grammars was that particularly simple 
evaluators could be built. for them, straight-line evaluators. The u-split transformation gives us a way to 
build a straight-line evaluator for any attribute grammar: construct u-split(G) and then build the 
straight-line evaluator (or u-split(G), using the protocols for non-terminals that were found during the 
construction of u-5plit(G). Having the protocols around is clearly important since rinding a consistent set 
of protocols is NP·complete. 
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+-----+ 
I I S 
+-----+ 

s .. - A U 
+ __ ~_L+ ) +~~ __ + 

A I elf I g I h I I I I I I U 
+-----------------------+ +-----------------------+ 

+-----------------------+ 

A A a 

A 

~~~~~~~~{~~~~~1t~~~:f~~~ 
A I elf I g I h I 

+-----------------------+ 

+-----------------------+ 
A I elf I g I h I 

+--~~J--+ 

+-----------------------+ 
U c I I I I I 

+--------+-----~--+ 

+-----------------------+ 
U d I I I I I 

+--~-----------t--+ 

c-spl1 t(G) 1s: u-sp11t(G) = p-sp11t(c-sp11t(G» 1s: 

S - A e S - X e 
S - A 0 s - Y 0 

A - A a a X - X a a 

e - c Y - Y a a 

0 - d e - c 

0 - d 

where pee) = p(D) = U, and where p(X) = p(Y)= A. and 

C representa characteristic graph +-----------------------+ 
I I I I I X represents protocol ({e},{f}.{S}.{h}) 
+--------f-----~--+ 

o re prese nts characteristic grap h 
+-----------------------+ 
I I I I I Y represents protocol ({S}.{h}.{e},{f}) 
+--~-----------t--+ 

FllJUl'8 &-11 G is LL and LR but u-split(G) is neither 
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At least. two problems could arise in doing this: 
_ u-split(G) might be so big tha.t a straight-line evaluator for it is not feasible, 

_ we may not be a.ble to parse u-split(G) deterministically, from left to right. 

In the next section we diacusa some measures we ca.n take to &void these problems and we compare our 
resulting attribute evalu&tor{s) with other! that have a.ppea.red in the literature. 

i. Building attribute evaluators 
As figure 6-1 shows, the interaction of c-split and p-split can tra.nsform a grammar that was easy to parse 
into one it is impractical to parse. However, if the original grammar G was absolutely non-circular then 
we need not build c-split(G) at. all; just build p-split(G). The class of absolutely non-circular attribute 
grammars is large and most AG-based translator-writing systems [22, 9, 13,81 process a strict (sometimes 
very strict) subset of this class. Not forming c-split(G) if it's not needed also keeps manageable the size of 
the grammar on which p-split operates. 

When G is not absolutely non-circular then we must Corm c-split(G). Such a process is expensive, 
increases the size of the resulting evaluators, and may not preserve the LL-ness of G. However, the LR
ness of G is preserved. and this process is clearly no worse than simply reCusing to build an evaluator ror 
G. Further research into why attribute grammars Cail to be absolutely non-circular may lead to good 
heuristics that can be incorporated into the c-split construction so as to lift grammal'! to smaller 
absolutely non-circular grammars. 

Regardless or whether we must first use c-split to get an absolutely non-circular attribute grammar, the 
core of our strategy is building protocols. If the protocol propagation algorithm builds a. consistent m of 
protocols then: (1) the attribute grammar is uniform, (2) p-split(G) =- G, and (3) we can construct a. 
straight-line evaluator for G rrom these protocols. There is good reason to believe that this can be done 
ror many useful a.ttribute grammar!. Those attribute gra.mma.r! Cor which the protocol propagation 
algorithm finds a consistent ill of protocols is closely related to the class of ordered attribute gra.mmars 
[141· 

In defining the ordered attribute grammars and showing how to construct evaluators Cor them [141, 
Kastens was really describing an algorithm to compute a protocol for ea.ch non-terminal: this is the 
calculation of the EDS relation. The class of ordered attribute grammars was then defined to be those 

such tha.t, for each production p, the particular set of protocols found by the ordering a.lgorithm wa.s 

consistent for p. Protocol propagation improves on this method by using more information and being 

more flexible in building protocols. 

p-split is defined only on absolutely non-circular attribute grammars because the 10-graphs are needed in 
order to propagate protocol!. However, Kastens understood that if an attribute grammar is uniform then 
an even stronger condition tha.n absolute non-circularity is necessary. This condition, similar to absolute 
non-circularity, is: 

- for each non-terminal X, IDSx' a graph on (or relation among) the attributes of X is computed 
via a.n iterative closure algorithm; lOx ~ IDSx' 

- then it is required that, for each production p, Dp[IDSx ,IDSx ' ... , IDSx I must be a.cyclic. 
o 1 np 

Let us call a grammar that satisfies this condition a regular a.ttribute grammar. p-split's protocol 
propagation algorithm can be modified to use IDS graphs rather than 10 gra.phs; let p-split' be this 
modified version of p-split. The class of attribute grammars on which p-split' is the identity is a superset 

of the class of ordered attribute grammars; if G is ordered then p-spl1 t' CG) = G. 

There are attribute grammar! that are regular, but not ordered, and which p-split' li/t8 to themselves; See 
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figure 7-1, &0 ex&mple t&len (rom [HI· The computation of the EDS rel&tiolU by Kastens' ordering 
algorithm corresponds to protocolizing ea.ch non-terminal independently with the "lazy" protoeolizing 
algorithm (see figure 5-3, section). p-split' is more errective than the ordering algorithm at finding a 
consistent set or protocols because: 

1. the protocol propaga.tion algorithm adds protocolizing dependencies incrementally and 
propl&&tes their errects througbout a production before adding any more, and 

2. heuristics, such as protocol refinement, are used to try to minimize the number or protocols 
per non-terminal. 

+-----------+ 
I I I Z 
+-----------+ • 

+ __ ~ _________ ~ __ -+~l~-+~~--____________ ~--+ 
X I I I I I I I I I I Y 
+--~-----~--+ +--~-----~--+ 

F1aure 7-11 G is regular but not ordered and G ... p-split(G) 

Kastens claims [141 that the claM or ordered attribute gramma,r, is sumciently large to contain most or 
the grammars people naturally write to describe programming languages. Still, there are regular 
grammars that are not unirorm (figure 7-2), and absolutely noo-circulu grammars that are not regular. It 
seems unnecessarily severe to reruse to build an evaluator because one non-terminal requires two 
protocols. An obvious solution in such a case is to construct the straight-line evaluator ror p-split(G); ir 
there aren't many protocols in the consistent collection or protocols then p-split(G) won't be very large 
and neither will its straight-line evaluator. The problem with this is that it can destroy the LR-ness or the 
original grammar. Fortunately, we can arrange matters so tha.t the source input is pa,r,ed according to 
the original grammar G, but the attribute evaluation is done by the straight-line evaluator ror p-split(G). 

+-----------+ 
I I I Z 
+-----------+ 

( 

+-~--------~ ) +~---~---r.::..-+~'~~--___ ~-+ 
I I I I I X I I I I I X I I I I I X 
+-~---~-+ +-~---~-+ +-~---~-+ 

Fll'Ur. 7-11 G is regular but not unirorm 

We will translate a sentence in L( G) as rollows: 
1. parse the sentence a.ccording to grammar G and building & derivation tree, t E T G' 

2. translate t to t E Tp_spli~G)' where p(t) = t, 

3. use the straight-line evaluator ror p-split to compute the translation or t. 

Steps (1) and (3) are straight-rorward and need no elaboration. Step (2) can be done because the mapping 

p : T p-.pl1t(O) - T P-'pl1t(O) is an injection on full derivation trees (Theorem 10), section. The 

procedure for translating t to t is a top-down application or lemma 9 of section. Furthermore, it turns 

out that step (2) can be automatically subsumed in step (3) and no explicit translation need ever take 
place. 

In section 2 we described how how straight-line evaluators could be implemented as coroutines. However. 
they can also be realized a.s subroutines: Kastens [141 describes how to build ordered eva.luators a.s 
subroutines; building subroutines to implement alternating-paM evaluators is described in [7, 81. For each 
production, the sequence or instructions that comprise the straight-line evaluator at that production can 
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be partitioned into consecutive sub-sequences by the VISITo instructions so that each sub-sequence is 
terminated by a VISIT 0 instruction, and so that ea.ch sub-sequence contains no embedded VISIT 0 

instruction. Each such sub-sequence is the list of instructions that will be executed at a node during one 

of the VISITs to that node from it" parent. 

Since G is uniform, the" is only one protocol that can be used for each non-terminal X, and this protocol 
determines: (1) how many VISITs will be made to each instance of X, a.nd (2) what attributes will be 

computed during those VISITs. Thus, if PI and P2 are two distinct productions such tha.t 

PI (0] :: X :: P2 (0] then their respective evaluation sequences must each be partitioned into the same 
number of concatenated subsequences. Each of these subsequences corresponds to a consecutive pair of 

element,., of the protocol for X, l!'(2i-l), 1I'(2i). Similarly, if production P has X as it" k-th right-part non

terminal then the sequence of instructions for P will contain a subsequence of VISIT Ie instructions, on" 

instruction for each pair of elements in the protocol for X. 

Straight-line evaluators are implemented as a set of subroutines: one subroutine for each VISIT to a non
terminal. More specifically, for each non-terminal X in the grammar, create a. separate subroutine for 
each pair iTx(2i-l), iTx(2i). Call these subroutines VISIT-procedure,. In each production's sequence of 
instructions, replace every VISIT Ie with an invocation or the appropriate VISIT-procedure. 

Each VISIT-procedure for X consists of a case statement that has one case-clause for each production that 
could apply at X. A VISIT-procedure is invoked at a semantic tree node and, based on what production 

applies at that node, one of the case-clauses is executed. The case-clause that corresponds to a production 

P (whose left-part is X) is one or those sub-sequences or instructions for p which are terminated by a 

VISIT 0 instruction; what part of lI'x this VISIT-procedure represent,., determines which or those sub
sequences to use. 

Note that the VISIT-procedure version of a straight-line evaluator does not require that a nag be left at 
each node to summarize the current state of attribute evaluation at that node. This doesn't mean that 
this information is no longer needed. Rather, it is encoded in the dynamic state of the evaluator - the 
sta.cked return addresses of unfinished VISIT-procedure-instances for ancestors of the current node. 

If we implement the straight-line evaluator for p-split(G) via VISIT-procedures then we need not explicitly 
translate the semantic tree for G into a semantic tree for p-split(G). Each VISIT-procedure is designed for 
a particular non-terminal of its grammar. A VISIT-procedure needs to know what production applies at 

some node only in order to choose which case-clal1se to execute. But for every pair X ENG' 5c E p-l(X), 

there is a one-to-one correspondence between those p-split(Grproductions, p, such that p (0] :: 5c and 

those G-productions, p, such tha.t p (0] :: X. Therefore, the VISIT-procedures for p-split(G) can be 

constructed to use the productions of G rather than the more numerous productions or p-split(G). A 
VISIT-procedure !!ll!! needa to know what non-terminal labels a sema.ntic tree node; this information is 
implicitly represented by the state or the a.ttribute evaluator; that is, which VISIT-procedure is currently 
executing. 

Thus the VISIT-procedure version of the straight-line evaluator ror p-split(G) can be built to \1Iork on a 
semantic tree built according to the grammar G rather than p-split(G). The input can be parsed by the 
grammar ror G, rather than by the more complicated grammar for p-split(G); but the straight-line 
evaluator ror p-split(G) can still be used for attribute evaluation. We call this "hybrid" evaluator the 
protocol-evaluator (or G. 
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8. Comparison of the protocol-evaluator with other evaluators 

8.1. Direct evaluators 
Protocol-naluators are identical in many respecb with the direct evaluator! of Nielson /20/. Nielson 
realized that. protocols could be assigned to semantic tree nodes in a top-down sweep over the semantic 

tree &Dd ttl" this proceM could be overlapped with the top-down operation of the attribute evaluator. 
The protocol-evaluator improves on the direct evaluator by being smaller. It the protocol-evaluator for G 
was built rrom a consistent collection of protocols that ineluded every protocol for every non-terminal of 
G then the result would be essentially the same as the direct evaluator for G. The protocol elosure 

algorithm and protocol propagation algorithm together precompute a limited set of protocols that is 
sufficient for evaluating any semantic tree of the attribute grammar. In contrast, Nielson's direct 
evaluator is prepared to use any possible protocol or each non-terminal. Precomputing protocols not only 
allows us to use heuristics to look for efficient evaluators (Le., small collections or protocols), it also makes 
it feasible to generate evaluators with such optimizations as in-line code for semantic functions, attribute 

stacks /23, 211, and static sUbsumption /81· 

8.2. Kennedy- Warren evaluators 
Protocol-evaluators are different in many respecb rrom the tree-walk evaluators or Kennedy and Warren 

/161 (herinafter refered to as KW-evaluators). A KW-evaluator leaves some "state" information at each 
interior node of the semantic tree. This state informa.tion is used on successive VISITS to the node to 
determine what attributes should then be evaluated. When a. KW-evaluator VISITs a sub-tree it knows 
what synthesized attributes of the root of tht sub-tree will be available a.fter the VISIT. However, it 
doesn't know which of those attributes will be evaluated on this VISIT and which have alre&dy been 
evaluated on previous VISITs. This is because the current node may have been previously VISITed itselr 
by any of several different sequences of VISITs, each or which would have made dirrerent sets or attributes 
available, and each of which could have induced a dirrerent VISIT-sequence on this node's children. 

On the other hand, a protocol-evaluator keeps no state information in the nodes, except what production 

applies at a node. A protocol-evaluator knows precisely what sequence or VISITs has been made to 

children of the current node because it knows precisely what sequence of VISITs has been made to the 

current node. The entire sequence or VISITs that has been, and will be. made to the current node is part 
of the "state" of the protocol-evaluator. Consequently, the protocol-evaluator knows not only what will 
be available after VISITing a sub-tree, but a.lso exactly which attributes will be computed during the 
VISIT. This information can be useful. For example, to implement either the "attribute stacks" 123/ or 

"static sUbsumption" /81 storage optimization, the evaluator must know precisely when an attribute is 
evaluated. The extra information stored by the KW-evaluator isn't supernuous. though; it is encoded in 
the state (and stack) of the protocol-evaluator itself. Thus. space in every node of the semantic tree is 
traded orr against the size of the evaluator and its dyanamic storage requirements (i.e., stack space). 

This doesn't mean that. the KW-evaluator is "inferior" to the protocol evaluator; it just means that. a 
protoco~naluator may be much larger than a. KW-evaluator. Consider the hi!tory gT'aph used to build 
the KW-en!u&tor. There is one connected component of the history graph for each production, and each 
component has a.n initial node and a tinal node. Each node of the history graph represenb a "state" that 
the evaluator could be in when VISITing a semantic tree node at which this production applies. An edge 
from node A to node B in the history graph means that the KW-evaluator could have been in tirst state A 
a.nd then state B on two successive VISITs to a. semantic tree node at which this production applies. 
Remember that. a protocol is the sequence or sets of attributes that. are evaluated just prior to and during 
successive VISITs. Thus, a. protocol corresponds to a mllzimlll pllth through the hi!tory gT'llph. It all 
paths through the history graph are really needed to evaluate this attribute grammar then the number of 
states in the protocol-eva.luator will be the same as the number of maximal paths through the history 
graph. In the worst-case, the number of maximal paths could be exponential in the number of nodes of 
the history graph. 
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Figure 8-1 shows a history graph for a production. Below it are all the protocols tha~ correspond to 

maximal paths ~hrougn t.he history graph. 

( {a}. {b}. {c,e}, {d.r}. {g.h}) 
( { a}, {b }, { c }. { d}. { e }. {f}, {g, h} ) 
( { a}, {b }. { c }, { d} I { e.g}. {C, \l} ) 
({a,c },{b.d},{e }.{f},{g,h}) 
({ a,c}, {b,d },{ e.g}, {f,h}) 
({a.c.e },{b.dJ},{g}.{h}) 

(~.'l 

Figure 8-1: A history graph and the protocols corresponding to its maximal paths 

Another difference between the KW-evaluator and the protocol-evaluator is the way in which they are 
built. The protocol-evaluator is built top-down, in a goal-directed manner. New protocols are added to 
the consistent collection of protocols only when they are needed to achieve some specific [sub-Igoal. i.e. to 
implement the VISIT-sequence of a production for some left-part protocol. A new protocol is added only 
when it is a necessary component of a specific ~olution of a [sub-]goal, and this specific solution is 
completely known when the new protocol is added: Finally, the protocol itself becomes a sub-goal. 

In contrast, the history graph construction of Kennedy and Warren's algorithm is a bottom-up process. A 
history graph is incrementally extended by adding new states and edges whenever it is determined that a 
particular state could be entered with a new parameter value. There is no other attempt to take into 
account either the previous sequence of VISITs to this node or, more importa.ntly, the later VISITs that 
will be made to this node. The construction terminates only when no more states or edges need to be 
added to the history graph. Commenting on an extension of the history graph construction [25]. Warren 
says 

" The main faul~ of the constructions so far considered is the absence of any overall 
planning during construction of an evaluator. The [history graphs] grow up little by little in a 
decentralized way, and a.s a result there may be an undesirable amount of diversity in the end 
product. '" It. 

~ an illustration of the effect of this dirrerence between top-down and bottom-up cOMtruction. the la.st 
protocol listed in figure 8-1 is sufficient by itself to evaluate this production. The protocol closure and 
protocol propagation algorithms of p-split find this consistent collection of protocols because they are 
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using heuristics, such as protocol refinement, to "look for" a sufficient, but small, collection or protocols. 

9. Sub-protocol-evaluators 
In this section we use our in!ight into the relative strengths or the protocol-evaluator and KW-enluator 
to defiDe &D enluator that is more efficient thn either. Thi! new 8u~protocol-evaluatOf' i! the result or a 
sort of common 8ub-ezpre!8ion elimination applied to protocol-evaluators. 

Remember that each protocol for a non-terminal X gives rise to a number or VISIT-procedures. If there 
are two protocols "'1' "'2 E aX then there will be be two distinct sets of VISIT-procedures_ However, 
some of the VISIT-procedures for "'1 will be identical with VISIT-procedures for "'2' This will happen 
whenever precisely the same attributes of X are available berore the two VISITs, and precisely the same 
attributes of X are computed during the two VISITS. We can detect this condition just by exa.mining the 

two protocol!. If "'1(1) U "'1(2) U ... U "'1(21-1) = "'2(1) U 1!'2(2) U ... U "'2(2lc-l) a.nd 

11' 1 (2 j) = 11' 2 (2() then the VISIT induced by (lI'l (21-1). 11'1 (21» will be identical to the VISIT 

induced by (1!'2(2(-1). "'2(2(». Ea.ch VISIT-procedure can be characterized by the set of attributes 

that ha.ve been computed prior to the VISIT, and the set of synthesized a.ttributes tha.t will be computed 
during the VISIT. 

Since these two VISITs are identical we don't need both of their associated VISIT-procedures; a single 
copy suffices. The sub-protocol-evaluator is derived from the protocol-evaluator by eliminating any such 
multiple copies or VISIT-procedures. Invocations or duplicated VISIT-procedures are repl~ed with 
invocations or a single, canonical VISIT-procedure_ This VISIT-procedure is determined by the set or 
attributes already available and the set or synthesized attributes made newly available by the VISIT. 
Ha.ving several different protocols give rise to a single VISIT-procedure i! similar to having more than one 
entry arc into a single entry node or the history graph for a KW-evaluator. Recall that the ability or a 
state of the history graph to belong to more than one maxima.l pa.th is the reason that the protocol
evalua.torcould potentia.lly be much larger than the KW-evalua.tor. 

The sub-protocol-eva.lua.tor can be viewed as resulting from two modifications to the KW·eva.luat.or. One 
of these modifica.tions is the removal or the "sta.te" nag lert a.t a node and the GOTO·table. When 
constructing the pla.n ror a VISIT we know what state each right-pa.rt non-termina.l will be in when a. 
VISIT is scheduled to it.; this state is needed in order to compute the yield or the VISIT a.nd in order to 
make the corresponding entry in the history graph. Thus the proceM or taking this "state" a.nd the input 
pa.ra.meter value and "looking up" a plan in the GOTO-table can be done a.t evalua.tor·construction-time 
rather than at evaluation·time. 

The penalty paid ror this optimization is tha.t an a.ttribute-instance is never evaluated earlier than our 
most pessimistic calculation or when it can be evaluated. The eva.lua.tor is unable to detect a.nd take 
a.dva.nt&3e or fortuitous situa.tions where some attribute-instances could be eva.luated earlier than was 
calculated. This is not much or a penalty because the pla.nning algorithm (d. the evaluator itself) 
depends on the pre-calcula.ted yield or a scheduled VISIT and hence is unable to take advantage of such 
Cortuitoua occurrences; additional VISITs will be scheduled even though the desired attributes ha.ve 
already been evaluated.s 

The second modifica.tion to the KW-evaluator concerns the use of collections or protocols a.s goals to use 
in building PLANs. The KW planning algorithm scheduled VISITs at ra.ndom to any sub-tree with a 
non-empty yield. In contra.st, protocol propaga.tion is very goal-directed; striving to rind a small but 
consistent collection ot protocols. Furthermore, protocol propagation introduces a. new VISIT only in the 
context or a complete strategy for how va.rious sub-trees are to be VISITed during the entire course or 

SThiJ situation would be dilferent ror either Wuren's coroutine ev&.iuator or the Cohen·Hury ev&.iu&~r .ince they could 
take advaDt&re of fortuitously available attribute-instances. 
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.ttribute evaluation. 

\n optimal sub-protocol-evaluator will likely be one with fewer VISIT-procedures, rather than one built 
rom a smaller collection of protocols. Thus the heuristics of the protocol propagation algorithm should 
Ie chosen so as to minimize the number of distinc~ VISIT-procedures, rather than to minimize the number 
,r protocols. All three of the beurstics given in section do this 

O. Conclusions 
Ve haH introduced a terminology and notation, "erTlantically-trivial exact cover", for describing a certain 
ass of attribute grammar transformations. The definition of this general class of transformations seems 
lstified since other researchers have also studied members of this class [15, 51. Two of these 
'ansformations, p-split and c-split, were discussed in detail and it was shown that they preserve some 
-operties of the underlying CFGs (e.g. lack of ambiguity) but not others (LR(k}-ness for p-split, LL(k)
!ss for c-split). The combination, u-split = p-split 0 c-split, transforms any well-defined attribute 
'ammar to a uniform attribute grammar, and in the process the transformation finds the corresponding 
raight-line evaluator for this uniform attribute grammar. 

'hen u-split is the identity transformation on G it produces a straight-line evaluator for G. We compared 
is evaluator with the ordered evaluator" of Kastens [HI and showed that u-split could be viewed as a 
ore effective extension of Kastens' strategy. 

u-split is not the identity transformation on G then it produces a straight-line evaluator for a. larger 
tribute grammar. We showed how this evaluator can be modified to use the semantic tree of the 
:ginal G, thus avoiding some potential parsing problems that u-split might ha.ve introduced_ The 
;ulting evaluators are called protocol-evaluators. They can be viewed as a "pre-compiled", optimized 
~sion of Nielson '5 direct evaluator!. 

lally, we compared the protocol-evaluator with the Kennedy-Warren evaluator and concluded that the 
ltocol-evaluator used a more goal-directed, top-down strategy (or building evaluators, but that in 
reme cases the Kennedy- Warren evaluator could build small!r evaluators. The sub-protocol-evaluator 
nbines the best traits of the protocol-evaluator and the Kennedy-Warren evaluator. 

e algorithms (or building su b- protocol-evaluators (and protocol-evaluators) still contain su bstantial 
ounts of non-deterministic choice. Further heuristics could be devised for the protocol propagation 
~orithm, either to build smaller evaluators, or to enhance certa.in other properties of the evaluator. An 
portant example of such properties would be the ability of the generated evaluators to share storage for 

-tain attributes (e.g. attribute stacks [231, "static sUbsumption" [81; cf. (241). 

date no experimental research has been done on the efficacy of protocol propagation for the attribute 
:nmars that people commonly write. Since Kastens' ordering algorithm is a special case of protocol 
~agation, Kastens opinion of the wide applicability of ordered attribute grammars 1141 suggests that 
attribute grammars written to describe programming language should present no problems for 
ocol propagation. Experimental evidence for this is needed, though. and exprience may suggest I!ven 
er heuristics to use in protocol propagation. 

I! research is also needl!d into effective application of the c-split transformation or variants thereof. 
the purpose of building attribute evaluators we would lilte to find variants of c-split that lift non

llutl!ly non-circular grammars to relatively small absolutely Ilon-circular grammars that need not. be 
lie. One strategy might be to develop heuristics for deciding when new characteristic graphs should be 
~d to a non-terminal's set of characteristic graphs; such heuristics would be analogous to those used in 
ocol propagation. 
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